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INTEGRA Metering develops, industrializes, and produces metering solutions since 90 years. The company has a wide 
cultural background with offices in Switzerland, France, Germany, Belgium, and sales representatives all around the 
world. Recent moves of the water metering market onto static technologies have pushed our team of creative and 
passionate experts to develop more innovative products to satisfy a market always demanding of new, more efficient, 
more reliable, and more sustainable products than ever.  

Are you passionate about shipping quality products to customers? Are you excited about understanding customer needs 
in order to increase user experience, reduce the gap between humans and machines, with an open window on every 
single applications and use cases, and this among a team of motivated experts from all horizons: software, firmware, 
hardware, physics?  

Then this job offer is for you! We are looking for a qualified Team Leader Software / Principal Software developer to 
manage a team of developers and drive key projects covering a panel of technologies that goes from production front 
ends to end user Android application. 
 
 

 

Team Leader Software / Principal Software developer 
The role will include working with hardware, firmware, and software development collaborators as well as marketing 
and project managers to precisely understand final user needs and elaborate the best architecture and solution system. 
Passion for shipping high quality products, open mind on new technologies and good team spirit is a must. 
 
› Your responsibilities 

› Collaborate with hardware and firmware team to identify the core needs of the application 
› Understand hardware and firmware architecture of the products to maximize efficiency of applications 

orbiting around them 
› Request and/or track changes on products to ensure continuous improvement of user experience 
› Manage projects, continuous implementation, and validation of applications 
› Partner with back-end teams, data scientists, and visualization teams who can support applications 

monitoring 
› Coordinate and align with Product Managers to align development and roadmap in order to satisfy 

customers on time. 
 
› Your qualifications 

› At least 5 years of experience in software development with proficient skills in an OOP language 
› Development experience in Microsoft Windows environment such as WCF or WPF 
› Cross platform experience will be highly appreciated as well as platform agnosticism 
› Experience appreciated among the following programing languages C, C++, C#, Python 
› Mobile development know-how, Android Xamarin. Forms would be a plus 
› Software development background interfacing with and debugging hardware or embedded firmware 

components will be appreciated 
› Extensive experience to work across organizational boundaries, with ability to influence and inspire others 

 
Gross salary: 40 to 80K€, depending on skills and experience 
 
› Interested? 

If you had a good feeling reading this job description, send CV and API (Awesome Profile Introduction = short email, 
in French or English) to maxime.morin@integra-metering.com. 


